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Abstract
This report looks to find the possible benefits of storytelling for agro-tourism in North-West Friesland.
With the help of interviewing and finding the stories within the interviews the difference between the
image and identity of farmers can be found and used to show possibilities and threats within the Agrotourism. The main outcomes show that storytelling can be used to inform and create empathy while
also given people more insight into someone’s life. This can be used to benefit agro-tourism by
showing a more realistic view by letting them experience it for themselves. It also has a possibility of
showing uniqueness. Storytelling can be promising when using this empathy and uniqueness in
promotional videos, websites descriptions/blogs or written stories. This to give more recognition and
branding options in the area.
Additionally, a small research and website analysis of the agro-tourism in Zeeland is given to show the
available activities connected with agro-tourism and the appeal of tourists to visit there.
Keywords: agro-tourism, image, identity and storytelling
Word count: 11 858
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This research proposal is written to research the current agro-tourism in North-West Friesland and how
the image of it can be improved in collaboration with the local farmers of that region. Agro-tourism is
known by many different names, for example, it can also be named as agritourism or agro-tourism. For
this research, it will be mentioned as agro-tourism. In this chapter, the aim of the research can be found
which will also explain the previously mentioned topic more in-depth. Moreover, the relevance, the
objectives and the problem statement of this research will be justified as well.

1.1 Background information
Streekwurk Noardwest Fryslân supports projects from a society that ensure a beautiful and livable
countryside. They want to strengthen the (economic) resilience of the area by contributing to sustainable
innovations, cultural history, nature, and landscape. A subsidy is available for area-wide projects that
contribute to the development of Noardwest-Fryslân. LEADER is one of these subsidy programs. The
LEADER project is a subsidy program for rural projects. LEADER is the abbreviation for "Liaison Entre
Actions de Développement de l" Economie Rurale ". Or work together on rural development to keep
villages and towns in the countryside vital and livable. That is why European, national, provincial and
municipal governments are investing in this. An important principle of LEADER is that people decide for
themselves what is important for the quality of life in their area. It is therefore about 'fan up' projects that
are set up, developed and assessed by residents, entrepreneurs and organizations. Private legal entities
such as associations, foundations and cooperatives can apply for a subsidy, but also companies and
governments. The subsidy contribution is paid by Samenwerkingsverband Noord-Nederland (SNN) and
amounts to a maximum of 50% of the costs of a project (a maximum of € 150,000). The minimum grant
contribution is € 43,750. That means that a project amounts to at least € 87,500. The subsidy
contribution of 50% comes from governments: province, municipalities, and Europe. The other half of
the financing comes from funds, sponsorship, a loan or own resources (Streekwurk Noardwest Fryslân,
2016).

1.2 Aim of the research
Recently in the Netherlands, agro-tourism has a decreased image which is due to strikes and protests
of the farmers. Moreover, another reason or motivation for this research is that consumers are not
understanding what the life and work of the farmers are conducting. This is of course not the only reason.
A lot of farmers have problems due to rules and regulations and need to stop farming. Also, CO2 rules
are giving problems. Another fact is that there are not many people who are willing to take over a farm.
Some people are getting old and want to stop farming and want to start a side-business instead.
Therefore, there is much more to it than just the recent strikes. The farmers and tourism organization of
the North-West region of Friesland aims to improve this image by promoting the agro-tourism. This
research focuses on improving the image of the farmers by creating a positive experience of visitors to
farms in North-West Friesland. There will be qualitative research conducted in collaboration with the
local farmers of North-West Friesland. This is done since it is crucial for the aim and purpose of this
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research. To be able to see what the perspective is of the local farmers to the problem statement of this
research.

1.3 Relevance
This research is interesting for farmers in the northwestern region of Friesland and people who are
interested in agro-tourism (local community and tourists). This topic needs to be investigated due to the
rapid change of the recent strikes, and protests. The results of this research will help with the
development of a product portfolio of possible agro-tourism activities for specific target groups. This is
to improve the image of the farmers. Because the specific location of this study concerns an area that
is sparsely populated and where very few people are currently coming to the farms, it will be looked at
how this could change in the future in such a way that farmers can attract more visitors. By attracting
more visitors to the farms, the farmers can tell people their way of living and their story so that the people
get a better picture of the farmers' existence and all that comes with it. In this way, farmers will have the
opportunity to change or improve their existing perception of what they currently have among the
population. The farmers want to make people aware of the importance they have for farmers and what
they all mean for society.

1.4 The problem definition
For this research, there needs to be a problem statement to answer. But before that can happen the
problem needs to be defined. Meanwhile, the biggest problem at the moment is that there are conflicts
between the branding and image of agro-tourism.
Currently, in The Netherlands, there are strikes and protests again new rules and regulations for the
farmers. With this the branding and image of agro-tourism could be affected. Since the research is
conducted in the Province of Friesland the respondents to the research will all be located in this province.
So, the focus is on this particular area. The research focusses on the farmers and their identity itself,
and with the help of storytelling, impact the current situation. With the current problem and the situation,
the following problem statement is given:
‘Can storytelling contribute to the branding of agro-tourism in North-West Friesland?’
This problem statement allows interviewing the people who identify within agro-tourism and find out a
way that can contribute to the branding of agro-tourism. With the problem defined and the problem
statement given, the objectives and goals for the research need to be formed.

1.5 Research objectives
In order to enhance the image of farmers by creating a positive experience of visitors to farms in northwest Friesland, research on different subjects have been conducted. The following objectives have been
formulated based on the problem statement. Overall, it can be difficult to make major changes right
away. Because of this, it has been looked to achieve smaller but incremental wins, for example, by
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collecting the stories of the farmers. Also, research about activities offered in Zeeland, can help in
creating a portfolio of possible agro-tourism activities in Friesland. These activities do not need to cost
too much to implement. More ambitious improvements have the possibility to be budgeted over time if
needed and if resources permit it. The two objectives of this research are described below.

1.5.1 Branding through story telling
Firstly, through the storytelling approach, the identity (brand) of the farmers will be researched by visiting
the farmers itself. This needs to be done as there are many stories that people do not know of. According
to Yavuz et al (2016), stories can help customers to make sense of a product and/or services in
marketing and branding. Particularly in tourism, storytelling can be an effective channel for destination
brand communication. Stories can turn myths into tangible customer experience creators. It also
encourages learning and provides insights. Because of this, a portfolio with effective storytelling
channels and positive and attractive stories are crucial for any destination brand (Yavuz et. al., 2016).
For this reason, the stories of the farmers have been collected, and qualitative research needed to be
conducted. As the farmers are still protesting, the most suitable approach, for now, was to collect these
stories through interviews. The results of this can be used by destination developers, tour guides,
managers and marketers and is also relevant for other stakeholders involved. The outcomes of this can
be used as promotional material in the future. Moreover, the aim of this is to understand was to know
what the farmers want to brand when interested in tourism, in order to be able to improve the image of
the farmers. Overall, this can help to understand the way of living and issues that farmers face while
promoting agro-tourism in the region. This should be improved as soon as possible.

1.5.2 The operationalization of destination storytelling
Operationalization means that a connection is found between the chosen theory and that it must be
investigated (Saunders et al., 2012). To be able to investigate how companies work with storytelling in
their marketing, an interview guide was based on a theoretical analysis tool. This is to obtain a
measurement tool for storytelling if it is based on the theoretical concepts of brand identity, brand
heritage, and core and extended identity. Reliability and validity have been increased by well-structured
operationalization, since the interview guide and the analysis are based on the same analysis tool. This
is done so the research can provide a similar result later, but also to ensure that the study investigates
the purpose of the research (Saunders, 2012). During the interviews, questions about the background
and strengths of the farms and how the farmers try to distinguish themselves from other competitors
have been asked.
To summarize this, it can be concluded that this study have been carried out at the request of the
Streekwurk Friesland to investigate how the current situation is inhibiting agro-tourism in North WestFriesland and how this can be improved together with the image of these farmers. This have been done
through interviews with the farmers of this region and storytelling have been used here.
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Chapter 2: Literature review
This chapter is a summary of studies and expert’s statements about the concepts, aspects, and methods
that have been used or discussed in this research. It will help to identify and summarize relevant
information for this research. The literature of the concepts that have been reviewed are agro-tourism,
where the definition, importance, and benefits are described. Followed by the concept/method
storytelling, which have been reviewed for the definition, functions, strengths, and weaknesses. Lastly,
the concepts of identity and image have been literature reviewed.

2.1 Agro-tourism
Agro-tourism is a type of tourism is defined as any agriculturally based activity which brings visitors to a
ranch or farm (Sznajder, 2009). However, agro-tourism is not defined by one standard definition, which
was noted by Schilling, Sullivan, and Komar (2012). Another research by Busby and Rendle (2000)
identified thirteen different definitions of agro-tourism. Moreover, there is an agreement of all that agrotourism is regarding farm-related activities or events, or agricultural settings with the purpose of leisure
or education. Yet there is still a discussion about the characteristics of this tourism type, this includes
the experiences, setting, authenticity and the importance of it (Streifeneder, 2016).
The different definitions, which are mentioned above, between experts about the characteristics of agrotourism lays in the difference of the definition of it. Some maintain that agro-tourism should take place
on a working farm, and others are also including farmers' markets, or fairs and non-working farms as
well (Chase, Stewart, Schilling, Smith & Walk, 2018).

2.1.1 Importance
For many farmers, it is normal to use the agro-tourism industry as an extra source of income and
opportunities, besides their normal farming activity (Inskeep, 1991). This statement was agreed by
Privitera (2010). However, he added that for the area of the agro-tourism stands for a symbiotic
relationship between tourism and farming. This is because independently neither tourism nor farming
could be justified. According to Elson, Steenberg, and Wilkinson (1995), the two main motivations for
farmers are to generate additional income and be able to generate benefits to the local economy (Elson,
Steenberg, & Wilkinson,1995). Besides the importance for farmers to have an extra income from the
tourism industry, the discussion or conversation about agricultural and environment of a country can
help raise awareness for it (Hernández-Mogollón, Campón-Cerro, Leco-Berrocal, & Pérez-Díaz, 2011).
Lastly, another unique aspect of agro-tourism is that the tourist gets an opportunity to participate in
animal and plant production and the food processes of this. Moreover, the tourist has the chance to take
part in the life of the farm family (Sznajder, 2009).

2.1.2 Benefits
Due to the size of the agro-tourism in an area, several benefits can occur (Privitera,2010). The local
community can strengthen itself from this extra source of income, jobs opportunity can occur, and new
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businesses. Furthermore, Privitera (2010) stated that agro-tourism can contribute in order to preserve
the rural landscape and lifestyles. Moreover, it can offer a chance of providing sustainable tourism.
Something that can be included in the economic motives, besides the extra income from the farm
resources, is diversifying farm revenue streams, brand awareness of the farm and expanding the
marketing. Personal motivations can also be included like, family goals, personal entrepreneurship goals
or social objectives (Schilling, Attavanich, & Jin, 2014). All previous mentioned benefits are agreed by
Sznajder (2009), he divided all the benefits into three subcategories. The socio-psychological, economic
and spatial and environmental benefits.

2.2 Storytelling
Storytelling has been used for centuries for people to inform the population about the subject they
wanted to convey. The difference of storytelling for entertainment or to inform them is the type of function
of the story, fictional or real. When looking at the definition of storytelling during research the following
is said: Storytelling is an alternative to a written analysis or representation of some case study research.
With written narrative, a re-presentation of an experience is given within chronological order whereas
storytelling can be more flexible in those situations (Mills, Durepos, Wiebe, 2010).
According to Yavuz et al (2016), a destination brand contains tangible and intangible qualities that
generate brand value. This is needed to show how a destination functions and how it is perceived, both
externally and internally. Besides tangible qualities such as historic places and natural beauties,
intangible qualities such as stories makes destination brand valuable, positively perceived and different
(Yavuz et al, 2016). As said by Cai (2002), destination branding can be defined as selecting an element
mix which is consistent in order to identify and distinguish it through a positive image building. A brand
element can be a term, name, sign, logo, symbol, design, package, slogan or a combination of these
(Cai, 2002).
Furthermore, stories can be used as a mean of developing and marketing a destination brand. It can be
used in theme development and promotion campaigns. Yavuz et al (2016) argue that using locality or a
theme reflecting local unique/original/distinctive qualities in destination brand communication can be
favorable. A storytelling approach can be used for branding, marketing, and strategic destination identity
development in long term multi-actor and multi-level processes. However, in order to have a successful
communication between the destination and its visitors, the stories need to be transmitted by verbs,
objects, places, characters, and experiences. One of the benefits of the story telling approach is rising
local community awareness (Yavuz et al, 2016), which is one of the aims of this research.
Moreover, stories are a base unit of reputation. Storytelling on an organizational level requires the use
of language and images to represent the goals and the purpose that needs to be understood by a wider
audience. Overall, storytelling can represent an opportunity for brands that want to forge or restore their
reputation (Jutkowitz, 2017)
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2.2.1 Storytelling functions

When looking at storytelling for organizations we look at the different functions it might have, when
looking at the vast amount of functions they can be arranged into four different departments (Kendell J.
& Kendall. K, 2012). Each of the functions can be used for different kinds of research or storytelling. The
following four functions show the most general ones: The experiential function, the explanatory function
, and the validating function. These functions help to give the storyteller an idea on how to communicate
their idea or point to the listener. This could help to avoid errors in their story and confusion with the
listeners to their story.

2.2.2 Strengths and weaknesses of storytelling
To every type of research, there are good and bad points that can be found by using them, by using
storytelling as a research method. Some of the points are given (Kendell,2012). In the report the
weaknesses can be used as limitations for their research. While the strengths show that storytelling can
be a good tool despite its weaknesses.
The strengths of storytelling can be the following (Kendell, 2012)
•

It can show a bigger view of the story/topic

•

The story can give more context to the research

•

Stories are livelier than books or paintings, they can give more hearth to a memory

•

The stories can be handed down from older generations

Meanwhile, there are also downsides to using storytelling as a research method, some of the following
as some examples (Kendall,2012):
•

It requires the researchers to learn more of the way of storytelling

•

Journals and reports have to summaries the stories when publishing

•

There might be a change in the story because of the interaction between the storyteller and
researchers

•

The stories might be untrue or unintentionally be over exaggerated

When discussing the methods, all the factors needed in the research need to be deliberated to make
sure that each of the participants will document their results in the same way to result in a clear data
scheme. Furthermore, now the method has been discussed, the sample size needs to be explained.
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2.3 Identity
In this paragraph, the definition of identity is explained and then supported by the naming of various
literature that supports this concept.
It is important to know how identity, one of the key words within this research, can be described. This
section will therefore provide an answer to the question of how the identity of an organization or, in this
case, a group of people, as a concept, is described in the literature. In addition, it is also useful to be
able to form a clear contrast with the meaning of an image, because both will be looked at within this
research and it is important that a clear difference is outlined.
In his book "Identity and Image" Van Riel (1995) describes the identity of an organization as the
corporate identity. He believes that this concept was originally synonymous with logos, corporate identity
and other forms of symbol use in an organization. This is still described as such in public relations
(Kotler, P. et al., 1999, p. 832, Jefkins, F., 1998, p. 48). Looking at the corporate identity, Van Riel stated
that the "self-presentation of an organization" that comes to the fore through symbolism, communication,
and behavior. These aspects together form the corporate identity mix (CI mix) of Birkigt and Stadler
(1986).
Like the Van Dale (Van Dale, 2018) definition of identity, a definition of identity in an organizational
setting also includes everything that is specific to the organization - not just what an organization wants
to present. A workable definition of identity must consider the fact that "identity is the sum total of all
means that an organization chooses to identify itself to the public." As a result, a distinction can be made
between the types of resources that an organization uses, namely visual and non-visual resources.
However, the definition of E. Blauw (2010) that "identity is the total of visual and non-visual resources
that an organization uses to profile itself to all relevant target groups," is not complete. This seems to
be about the means that the organization uses to profile itself. With non-visual means is meant matters
that relate to the feelings that people have within an organization. These can play a role within the
organization and are part of the group process and group dynamics within a team.
Another non-visual aspect is, for example, the vision of the employees on the identity of the organization,
this partly forms the identity and support for it. For the operationalization of identity, Van den Bosch
(Corporate Venturing, 2014) asks several questions in which the specific characteristics of an
organization can be classified. He uses the what, how and why questions. According to him, the what
and how can be found in the structural elements of an organization, the why is found in the organizational
culture. The culture of an organization is also discussed by Liz Clarke (1994) in her book ‘The Essence
of Change’. According to her, culture is created by messages that leaders, intentionally or
unintentionally, send out about what they really care about. The book emphasizes the importance of
change at a time when the market is constantly changing. This requires a culture for change. The
definition of identity for this research refers to these aspects and reads: The sum of both visual and non-
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visual characteristics of the organization that she uses consciously or unconsciously in her selfpresentation.
In addition to the aforementioned aspects of identity, such as symbolism, communication and behavior
and the organizational culture, it also concerns the vision and mission, the norms and values, the selfimage, the leadership style, the organizational structure, the background and history, the product/service
, the relationships between employees, employee involvement, personality, organizational strategy,
environment, and future perspectives. The identity of an organization is partly shaped by its employees.
Employees do not determine the full hundred percent identity, because identity can be adapted to
external influences, for example. An example of this is the culture of the country where the organization
is located. Whether an organization moves within the Dutch culture provides quite a difference
compared to the situation in which the same organization is in an Asian country, where different norms
and values apply and where one has a different culture.

2.4 Image
In this paragraph, the definition of the image will be explained and then supported by the naming of
various literature that supports this concept.
Without identity, the image has no right to exist. Although the image is not entirely dependent on identity
(see the following paragraph), the inseparable relationship between the concepts may be clear from this
right to exist. An organization must have something to offer to its target group (the gift) and it is important
that it is presented attractively, whether it is a commercial institution or not. In the end, the image only
has a right to exist when others form an image of the organization. Whether these others are people
from the target group or not and whether they accept the gift and unpack it or not, an image is formed
anyway.
The first condition for the right to exist is therefore that there must be an identity from which an image
can be formed, condition 2 is that this image is formed by at least one person (outside the object itself).
Then there is an image of an object. Dowling (2014) provides a definition that is somewhat in line with
the idea that others influence the image of an organization. He defines an image as "the whole of
meanings through which an object is known and through which people describe such an object,
remember it and relate to it". According to Van Woerkum (Strategische communicatie, 2014), an image
has "something overarching." It determines the atmosphere in which we deal with an object. Often an
image is seen as a perhaps superficial, yet handy way to save us in a complex environment. We are
guided by a total impression, based on - sometimes fleeting - own experiences or on indirect information
about the object. Applied to organizations, an image says something about the relationship with the
environment. From a strategic point of view, it is desirable that an environment has a favorable image
of an organization. " In the ideal situation, "the image of an organization covers its identity," according
to Van Woerkum, "it must fit in with what an organization really is." Because "a pleasant image coupled
with a wrecked identity seems to be a great success, but only temporarily.
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The reverse may be very annoying in the short term, but more beneficial in the longer term. The definition
of the image used in this research can be summarized as: The image of identity (the sum of both visual
and non-visual properties of the organization that it uses consciously or unconsciously in its selfpresentation) that based on the interaction between the organization and third parties or between third
parties themselves. The image relates to the same characteristics as identity, only this view from the
perspective of third parties, the students in this study. Van Woerkum refers to Van Keulen & Van
Woerkum (2016) for this. They make a distinction between the ideas of an organization, the objective
or mission, skills and program of activities, temperament, development, organizational structure and
organizational culture. If we compare this with the characteristics of identity as mentioned in the previous
section, there are many similarities. In order to determine the relationship between identity and image,
it is important that they are established in the same way. Regarding the image (by third parties), the
motivation of the person and the need that he/she wants to fulfill plays an important role.
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Chapter 3: Methods of research
During this chapter the “how” of the research has been conducted, the research questions have been
explored with the help of a conceptual model. The sample group and size have been explained, and the
possible validity and reliability of the research were considered. At the end of this chapter, there should
be a clear overview of how this research took place and how the problem statement has been answered
with the help of the results of this research.

3.1 Conceptual Model
Now that all the concepts are explained in the literature review the connections and impacts that these
concepts have over one another have to be discussed well. The conceptual model gives a quick insight
into all the concepts of the research and how they work together to answer the problem statement.
Figure 1:
Conceptual model for agro-tourism in Friesland

This conceptual model begins with the concept agro-tourism, since the research revolves around the
agro-tourism in Friesland. They relate to lines that symbolize where there are connections. With agrotourism there are different ways you can look at it, as in insider or as an outsider. As in insider you know
what you stand for and see yourself and identify in that concept. For this concept, it might be farmers or
other stakeholders that are important to the agro-tourism in Friesland. As an outsider you only see the
image

of

the

concept

since

they

are

not

part

of

the

concept.
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The concept image and identity are connected to storytelling, this addresses the influence that both
these concepts have, without image and identity there would not be a way of storytelling. The image or
identity might be different from one another, so the stories told might differ as well. The image or identity
can change with the pressure from the inside or outside (identity or image).
Lastly, the final concept is storytelling, the image and identity have a connection with storytelling since
people have stories of agro-tourism in Friesland. Both the image and identity can give different answers
within the storytelling research as the identity can give people more insight within the agro-tourism,
while, the image of agro-tourism can give others a more outside view and story of this specific type of
tourism. They are split into the four functions that storytelling has. These functions are used for the
research questions.

3.2 Research questions
With the problem statement and conceptual model written down, the next focus lies on how we need to
answer it. The research questions each answer a small part of the problem statement and with them all
combined should create a clear answer on how to answer the following problem statement:
‘Can storytelling contribute to the branding of agro-tourism in North-West Friesland?’
With this problem statement and the help of the literature review concepts three questions can be made
to help give it an answer. These are the following:
For the research question 1 to 4, it gives more information about each of the functions of storytelling.
Each of the first four questions looks to find examples of this function within the conducted interviews
and in the conclusion show how they are needed to show multiple stories within one interview. All the
four questions together can give an overlook on how storytelling can help with branding the image and
identity.
Research question 1: What is the experiential function of storytelling?
Research question 2: What is the explanatory function of storytelling?
Research question 3: What is the validating function of storytelling?
Research question 4: What is the prescriptive function of storytelling?
Research question 5: Which agro-touristic activities are offered by farmers in Zeeland?
This question gives an expression at how agro-tourism looks in Zeeland. This question can be used as
a benchmark for the North-east Friesland area on how they could change the agro-tourism in
Friesland and what the appeal is for tourists to do agro-tourism in Zeeland.
In the research matrix (appendix 1), the concepts and research questions are given with a step by step
instruction on how it going to be used for the research.
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With the research questions given, the next focus is on how to measure and get results for the research.
How to make the research valid and reliable for future researches. What measurement instrument and
methods are used for this research?

3.3 Measurement Instrument
There are different ways of collecting data in qualitative research. Which method of data collection is
chosen depends on the project’s purposes, the research questions, the practical possibilities, and
limitations. Methods of data collection that can be used are for example qualitative interviews, participant
observation and focus groups. These data collection methods result in data. Data consisted of stories
told by participants, observations made by the researcher, quotes, case descriptions, photographs and
so on can be considered empirical data (Sandelowski & Barroso, 2002).

3.3.1 Qualitative interview

In interviews the main instrument is the researcher. An interview can according to Maso (1987) be
defined as a form of conversation in which one person – the interviewer – limit itself to asking questions
about ideas, behaviors, experiences, and attitudes regarding social phenomena, to one or more people
– the interviewees or participants – who mostly restrict themselves to answering these questions (Maso,
1987). This means that interviews provide the chance for researchers to learn about social life through
the experience, language, and perspective of those living it. The opportunity is given to participants to
provide their own perspective on different topics, share their story and to pass on their knowledge
(Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2006). According to Boeije (2010), interviewing is like observing a demanding
enterprise for researchers. This because it needs to be decided on the spot which questions are going
to be asked, how those questions are going to be formulated and in which order the questions should
be posed. Then, the interviewer evaluates if the answers provided by the participants are enough or if
further enquiry is necessary. Moreover, for an interview to be successful the questions need to fit the
interviewee’s frame of reference. The interview questions also need to match the research topic and the
topic needs to be in an understandable language (Boeije, 2010).
During this research qualitative semi-structured interviews were conducted. All participants of the
interviews were informed beforehand that the data will be used for research and promotional material
purposes, as the data collected from the interviews can be used in the future. The interviews were
conducted in Dutch, to assure better communication and comprehension among participants and to
avoid difficulties regarding the language barrier. Moreover, during the interview's, questions regarding
the stories, identity, and history of the farmers have been asked. Also, topics such as the favorite place
of the farmers, which makes those places so special, and how the farmers view tourism have been
brought up.
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3.4 Method used
Before starting the research, the method instrument and method used must be completed. Without a
clear and detailed method, most of the data sourced before might be considered useless or unclear or
a waste of time (Veal, 2011). During this research, the following methods have been used.
The biggest method used during the research is qualitative research. Qualitative studies often do not
work with numbers but rather in the form of interviews, words or in writing (Veal, 2011). Often with
qualitative research sounds or images might be used to give the reader a clearer image of the
information given. Qualitative research usually gives the researchers more information about the
interviewees (Veal, 2011). For storytelling and the results, this helps to answer the problem statement.
When conducting the interviews, an informal in-dept interview was prepared, however, this will be semistructured. That means that there were a follow-up questions, while also letting the interviewee have
had little freedom on what he or she wants to say about her story. Meanwhile, when more information
is needed for the question, a follow-up question will be given. The interviews were recorded based on
the interviewee's preference. When analyzing the interviews, discourse analysis was used (Manzi,
2012).
Discourse analysis is a good way to conceptualize the continuity and change within a factor (Manzi,
2012), in this research we looked for the change in the identity and image and how it can be beneficial
for the agro-tourism.
There are different methods of using storytelling, as mentioned above is the used method/function for
this research the validating function. This function is chosen over the other due to the fact that during
the results, while answering the problem statement and when making recommendations the values of
the stories and the beneficial parts need to be used to give a clear answer to the question. In table 1,
the other functions are described and their use within an organization is given.
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Table 1
The functions of storytelling
Functions

Definition of storytelling

Experiential
function

Describing what the experience within an organization is like. They retell
observations made by the storyteller and describes what it is all about. The focus
is more on the telling what they experienced then to explain why it happened in
the first place. Can be used to describe corporate culture, team management or
to encourage social inclusion.

Explanatory
function

Tries to explain the organization, the storyteller lets you in a little deeper in the
company and how it works. They mostly tell how certain problems were dealt
with in the past and how. This type of storytelling is mostly used to analyze
problems and the behavior and culture within a company/situation.

Validating
function

Tries to maintain the organizational value structure, these stories explain and
helps to support the decisions and the structure of an organization. The validate
the values within a company and how they seek to preserve that. This type can
be used to extend corporate knowledge/ behavior.

Prescriptive
function

Stories that might give more information about the right and proper behavior
within an organization. The storyteller is rather direct to the listener and might
explain activities in the past, present or future. Occasionally this type of
storytelling can be used to give caution or warning to the reader/listener. This
type of storytelling can be used to promote the image of a company and to
change or control behavior.

Table 1: Altered from Kendall, J. E., & Kendall, K. E. (2012). Storytelling as a Qualitative Method for IS Research:
Heralding the Heroic and Echoing the Mythic. Australasian Journal of Information Systems, 17(2)

3.5 Population
In the Netherlands, one out of ten jobs nationally is linked to the agro-industry. In the Netherlands there
is a total of 53,240 companies in the agro-industry in 2019 (Fryske Akademy, 2018). When looking at
the population of this research, which will mainly be focused on the agro-industry in Friesland and in
Zeeland. The numbers show that there are 35% more farmers in Friesland then in Zeeland. Friesland
has 4,254 agro related companies where on the other hand Zeeland has 2,807. The companies in the
agro-industry are divided into the following categories: arable farms, horticultural companies, breeding
companies, grazing animals, hutch animals, crop combinations, animal husbandry combination and
crop/livestock combinations. The exact numbers per category are given in the table below (CBS, 2019).
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Table 2: Agro-cultural company amount of Friesland and Zeeland (CBS,2019).

3.6 Sample technique
For the research, there is a clear focus and sample group. The population of this research is the farmers
in North-West Friesland. The interviews are being focused on the validating part of storytelling. During
the research farmers that have made themselves available with the help of the principles have been
contacted. The result of the storytelling is given in the results with the help of a video during the
conference. This video is also being used as an introduction of the research before beginning the
presentation at the conference.
The population within the study is, as indicated above, the farmers in North West Friesland. Purposive
sampling is the method by which research will be conducted. Purposive sampling, which is also known
as selective, judgment or subjective sampling, is a sampling technique where the person who has the
study trust their own judgment when they choose which members of the population will participate in
the study (John Dudovskiy, 2018) Targeted sampling is a method that is "unlikely" and happens when
certain elements that have been prepared for a sample are chosen at the discretion of the researcher.
Most researchers believe that they can get a representative sample when they use healthy judgment,
which will also lead to costs and time savings. As an alternative, a targeted sampling method can also
be cost-effective when only a limited number of people can serve as the primary data source due to the
nature of the research design and the objectives that go with it.
There are several advantages when purposive sampling is chosen:
- Purposive sampling is very timesaving and therefore very cost-effective to use for researchers when
the rest of the research in question takes a lot of time.
- Targeted sampling could be the only method suitable if there are only a few primary data sources that
can contribute to the study.
- The sampling technique could be effective in discovering anthropological situations in which exploring
one meaning can help with an intuitive approach.
In addition, there are also some disadvantages or potential bottlenecks when choosing purposive
sampling:
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- Vulnerability to assessment errors by the researcher himself.
- Lower reliability and there is a chance that there will be a prejudice.
- Inability to obtain research results
Several bottlenecks or problems may occur while research is being conducted. Specific examples that
may apply within this study are as follows:
- Language barrier. Most farmers will not speak English or will speak a combination of Dutch and Frisian.
It was therefore decided to record the interviews and the Story Telling in Dutch and then use English
subtitles in the film, so that it is clear what the message is in every language.
- Prejudices. Due to recent events. Because the farmers have been in the news several times in recent
months in connection with the major strikes they have taken in The Hague, the researchers may have
a negative bias about the farmers. It must be loud and clear before the start of the interviews, that there
are no prejudices and that a neutral line of thought is used.
- Privacy. Due to the recent change in the privacy law, there are a number of issues that need to be
taken into account with regard to the privacy of farmers. It must be clearly agreed in advance that
recordings will be made in image and sound, and in addition, permission must be given by the farmers
that these recordings will be used by the researchers.

3.7 Sample size
The sample population of this research consists of participants from different sectors of agro-industry in
the North-West area of Friesland. The preliminary sample size consists of two interviewees representing
stakeholders related to agro-tourism. Furthermore, a benchmark is used to analyze argo-tourism
companies in Zeeland. The number for two interviewees occurred due to the current situation in the
Netherlands, therefore, there was no possibility to have more interviewees. The benchmark analyze is
done through four platforms.

3.6 Validity and Reliability
Any good research should have a method that helps to answer the problem statement and the research
questions. If that is not happening, then there might be a problem with the validity of the research. When
a research is not valid, it means that what they are researching is not the data that is relevant to the
problem statement of the research questions (Veal, 2011).
Validity is the data that is used during research to answer a problem statement. When this is done
correctly, then it should give the correct data for the research. During this research a storytelling method
will be applied, this will analyze what the current image is. Stories told by the interviewees might help to
benefit the brand and identity in a positive way. During the interview, the question will be focused on
what they want to show to others and how they see themselves within agro-tourism.
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Reliability is seen as the repeatability factor, this means if the study is done again, the same outcome
is given (Veal,2011). In this research the outcome might not be the same, with storytelling, the data
might come out of might differ. This could happen with people that identify differently or the image that
changed over the years. This might occur over a larger amount of time. However, if the research is done
with the exact same sample and during the exact same time as this research, the results should be the
same.

3.6.1 Threats of validity and reliability
Sometimes the biggest threat of not getting the information needed for research is because of the
researchers themselves. The biggest pitfalls that might happen during the interview/storytelling are the
following (Veal, 2011):
•

Not trail testing the interview
this might result is some unnecessary or vague questions during the interview. Resulting in
unneeded data or missing data to answer a research question in the end.

•

Inaccurate research methods
The research method chosen does not help to answer the problem, or even hinders it.

•

Incomplete concepts
Not all the concepts are in the literature review or taken in account during the research, this
might

•

Observer error during interview
the observer gives a wrong follow-up question or interprets an answer given by the
interviewee differently, this could affect the outcome of the interview of results

•

Misinterpreting the question
the interviewee answers the question differently than intended by the researchers, this could
happen due to the question being vague or not given enough information on how to answer it.

With all these possible pitfalls taken in consideration during the interviews, the validity and reliability of
the research should be good and accurate. When redoing the research, the same data should confirm
the results and data given in this research. After analyzing the validity and the reliability of the research
there is only one more step before starting to conduct the study. The limitations of the research.

3.7 Limitations
Certain limitations have occurred within this study. In general, there were several limitations or certain
bottlenecks that can be found in an investigation. Examples include a limitation in: Sample size, Sample
profile, Method, data collection process, equipment, time, timing or study, financial resources, access
to literature and age of data. Within this specific research, the researchers may also be confronted with
potential bottlenecks or problems that arise (thesis master, 2019).
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Firstly, some farmers indicated that they preferred not to be filmed. Usually, the farm itself could be
filmed, but the farmer himself preferred not to be shown. In addition, only photos and videos of the farm
and the stables were taken, and the farmer was interviewed only by audio. Converting the recorded
interviews to text was also a lot of work, because the farmers articulated badly or spoke half-Frisian-half
Dutch and were therefore not always clear and clear in communication. In addition, there were only a
few weeks available to schedule and conduct the interviews, and this did not benefit the investigation.
This also includes the fact that the population is located in an area that is virtually inaccessible by public
transport and only by car, which made it very difficult to get to the location. Finally, it was very difficult
for the researchers to have good communication with the farmers. This research was done for TCF and
the farmers in Northwest Friesland itself, but little or no help or cooperation was offered by the farmers.
Almost all of them did not want to be contacted by telephone and there was hardly any response or
information from TCF, such as contact details or a list of farmers who were available to participate in
the study.
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Chapter 4: Results
After the interviews, each of the two interviews were dissected for each of the storytelling functions,
afterwards each of the different stories told by the interviewees was briefly summarized into a clear text
without to many details and unnecessary data added. In the end each of the functions was found within
the interviews and with that could answer the following problem statement: ‘Can storytelling contribute
to the branding of agro-tourism in North-West Friesland?’ Lastly near the end of the research a short
analysis was needed to give the agro-tourism in North-West Friesland another perspective and
explanation of the appeal of tourists visiting Zeeland.
The respondents wanted to remain anonymous and hereby the given information is the following:
Respondent 1 is a potato farmer and Respondent 2 is a cow farmer, they are both located in the NorthWest Friesland area and are involved in agro-tourism. Each of these interviewees told and showed their
stories and helped to give more information and details for the stories that they hold.

4.1 Experiential function
For the first research question, the focus lies on the experiential function of storytelling. This means that
with the help of storytelling on how the storyteller experiences his tale and his observations while doing
so. It describes why something happens in the story and how. With this chapter, the question, what is
the experiential function of storytelling will be discussed and answered with the help of the two
interviews.
The beginning of the interview with respondent 2 started with a short but later on detailed description of
the company. What it currently was, how many animals he had and how the life of a cow farmer works.
He stated: “I see every animal I have as equal, if they give me my income or if it is only or my hobby,
they are one and the same”. His cows have always been outside even since the new modernization in
the recent years. Due to the recent robotization of his farm, it has been a little different while working on
the farm. His job is made easier with the help of mechanical insemination and by milking the cows.
Respondent 1 talks about his profession as an experience as someone that maintains the cycle of life.
He seeds what he wants to grow and sees it leave his farm to be purchased by a consumer, a product
ready to be consumed. He sees it as a way of seeing what he can do to help the world and be a provider
of food all over the world. By knowing his place in the cycle his stories are different from other steps in
the life cycle of his product. He remembers an event in which he experiences the history of his farm,
during the event of in 2018, that memorated the 75th anniversary of the liberation. How his grandfather
worked on the same farm while also hiding refugees.
So during the literature review it became clear that the image given to the farmers and the identity of
the farmer can be differently in importance to each interviewee. It also shows how the experiential
function can be interpreted in two very distinct ways that could differentiate the image and the identity
of the farmers. When researching agro-tourism with identity and image a clear difference between the
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two of them might be harder and sometimes even overlap. This might happen if the identity is the same
as the image given to the farmers, which should always be considered as an option.
To conclude, the experiential function is mostly used in agro-tourism as a way to show and tell people
on how they work in their profession while seeing with their own eyes how important it is for the world.
It might tell the rich history and experience that the farmer or storyteller might have with his product or
place.

4.2 Explanatory function
For the second research question, the focus will lie on the explanatory function. It tells the tales on how
the company works, now and in the past. With the help of the interviews, a deeper look into the
companies and what they do is revealed. At the end of this chapter the question “What is the explanatory
function of storytelling” should be answered.
When explaining the way of his farm respondent 2, uses numbers and amount to explain how big his
farm is, the number of cows, the yearly amount of products made by his cows and how breading and
maintain cows work. With the explanatory function, the way of working on the farm is more explained
and how his daily life is with his profession. Moreover, Respondent 1 uses the explanatory function with
the class of his potatoes and what happens with them after they leave his farm. Where they are shipped,
how they are shipped and into what kind of product and ingredients they might turn into. When explaining
that most of the potatoes he makes do not stay within the region or country.
When looking at the explanatory function as a definition and how it was found during the interviews, it
can be seen and the definition implies that they both show and explain how everything works and how
they want to explain what their experience with their profession is.
The answer to the question is, the explanatory function during these interviews are there to give a short
but detailed insight in what a farmer has and does daily on the farm. From the earlier days until the
present day and what changed in between that time. Explanatory functions also give more numbers and
amounts, for example, the number of cows a farmer has a how much milk they make from what age.
Moreover, it might give more insight on what happens after the product leaves the farm and how that
might relate to the growth or decline of a company or farm.

4.3 Validating function
During this sub-chapter, the validating function is used to answer the question on what the function is
during storytelling. The validating function focusses on the organizational structure, how they value their
company and how they want to change or preserve it.
When talking to respondents 1 and 2 we see that they tried to get more people interested in agrotourism. Respondent 1 first tried a week-long event, called the blitse aardappelweken, it’s an event filled
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with art and shows that take place on farms and other places. However, during the event the farmer
found out that more people were interested in the art rather than the place of the exposition. However,
it was still seen as a success.
Same goes for respondent 2, he signed up to be added in a bicycle tourism group as one of the stops
called” “fietsen voor vrienden” but it turned up that the amount of people visiting was rather
disappointing. Respondent 2 added: “How can we attract visitors? How can we give them a better
representation of what being a farmer is all about?” they both want to give agro-tourism within their
company more recognition.
Added with this statement is that most people don’t know how agriculture works, they have all forgotten
or never knew in the first place. Respondent 1 said that he wants to be seen as a company with
agriculture products with seasonal products and goods.
After the event of respondent 1 he is currently trying to integrate with an information point in the area.
This to let more people know about the possible activities in this area, to attract more visitors and tourists
in the next few years. He wants to host an exposition with the help of the information to continue to
combine both art and agro-tourism.
When looking at the definitions of storytelling and image, what can clearly be seen is that the validation
function can be used as a tool to see what the stakeholders in agro-tourism want and how they want to
change or create they image via storytelling. The validating function shows the identity how they see
themselves and how they tried to change it to also change the image with it. However, it could also give
more confusion during the interview, which could result in needing to redirect the interviews multiple
times to the actual interview questions. For example, when the interviewee asks questions to the
interviewer and a role reversal has been made incidentally.
To summarize, the validating function of storytelling can be seen as how a place, object, event or person
wants to been seen to the public. This might be in a how to be seen but also give a broader way of how
they want to do that. For example, by joining special groups or by being part of events that might attract
some new people to the area and to their company. With validity function storytelling you show them
who you are and who you want to be.

4.4 Prescriptive function
Lastly, the last of the four functions of storytelling. What is the prescriptive function of storytelling?
Prescriptive storytelling gives more information or insight in a company or story. They can give some
warning or leave an impression of importance to the story. In this chapter, the important factors are
explained and described to answer the last research question.
During the interview with respondent 2 he stated the following of his work as a cow farmer:
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The importance of farmers and agriculture for the world is immense. However, respondent 2 said about
this: “did you know that the percentage of agriculture in the world is only 3%, with this 3% we have to
feed every animal and human in the world, that is a huge burden on a small part of the world”.
Respondent 1 said that the tourist that did visit were there because it is cozy, fun and calm. However,
he stated that during the harvest season the serene and calm atmosphere can be hard to find.
Everything is loud and during the day it is not very silent. It is different from what the tourist might
perceive, at any given day of the year.
During the interviews, the question about how agro-tourism is affecting their company showed some
similar answers to both of the respondents. When asking about how they experience tourism in their
area they both said that there are not many tourists in this area and the ones that visit are not interested
in agro-tourism. But rather in another type of tourism that might take place near or at an agro-tourism
spot. For example, respondent 1 said that they had an art exhibition but the only people that showed up
were visitors invested in the art, not where the exhibition took place and what we as farmers do.
Respondent 1 explained that the events that are put together are not popular because of the agrotourism, but for something else. They are not focused on agro-tourism. However, when organizing an
agro-tourism related event, the ones that show up are often coworkers or people in the neighborhood
that already know what agro-tourism and farming all are about.
Therefore, the prescriptive function during the interview was that the agriculture and industry are really
important for the world and without it the world would starve. Moreover, the atmosphere for tourism and
tourists for agro-tourism might change from day to day, this could affect the way some mouth to mouth
communication of people might differ about an area. Lastly, the events that take place in agro-tourism
areas might not focus on agro-tourism, are not popular or are only visited by people that participate
within the agro-tourism as well.
To look at the information given in the literature review and looking at the results is shows that the
definition given for the prescriptive function is more focused on a more business place surrounding.
However, in this type of profession the workspace is different, and the function can be taken more
loosely. Instead of the direct cautious stories and warning, negative and insight can be given of the
importance of agro-tourism. With this the change in identity during different times of the year need to be
considered as well. This is to give a broader but also an important view or aspect of these types of agrotourism.
To conclude this whole chapter, the different functions of storytelling each show that within an interview
there are more than one story to tell. When looking at each of the functions, it shows that each function
is used for a different kind of storytelling. For example, when trying to show how the storytelling sees
his world, by giving a better and more detailed explanation of their story, telling a story about how they
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want to be seen to others or as a warning of precautions that are made by the storyteller. With all these
functions, stories that can be told might be very diverse and might use more than one function during
the telling of the story. So, storytelling can be used for more than just bringing a message across to the
listener, but also to can more knowledge about a certain topic or history.

4.5 Website analysis Zeeland
During this chapter a small benchmark will be set up for the province of Zeeland. This is to give an
explanation of why this province is more appealing for agro-tourism tourist to visit this area and what
their appeal to this destination is. With the help of graphs and website analysis on four different platforms
the answer to the research question; Which agro-touristic activities are offered by farmers in Zeeland?
For the small analysis, the following three different agro-touristic centered platforms were used:
Boerenbed.nl, Farmcamps.nl, and Kampeermeneer.nl. On these three platforms, we found 27 different
farms that offer a variety of activities in the province of Zeeland. They are all situated in the province
area.

Figure 2: Agro-touristic farms in Zeeland on website platforms
As can be seen in figure 2, most of the agro-tourism farms were found on the Kampeermeneer site and
closely followed by the Boerenbed site. Only one of the 27 farms were found on the Boerenbed site
since they didn’t have a big assortment in the Zeeland province. The sites were heavily targeted and
advertised as agro-tourism or as “camping and staying with a farmer”. The figure shown gives an insight
on how the found farms and information were distributed and were to look for them if further research is
needed on this topic or as secondary data.
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Out of the 27 farms, four different types of farms were distinguishable, the arable farms, the animal
farms, the agricultural farms, and the mixed farms. The mixed farms both have animals and agricultural
farming present. In table 2 an overview is given of the numbers of that type of farming found within the
researched group.
Table 3: Farms types of researched farms
Type of farm
Arable farms
Animal farms
Agricultural farms
Mixed (animals and agricultural)
Total

Amount
15
5
3
4
27

Moreover, out of those different types of farms, a highly diverse amount of activities can be found. The
given information by the websites all together gives an overview on how many times an activity is
present, and Figure 3 gives more information about the types of activities present between all the 2
farms and how many times they are represented in the researched list. 11 out of the 27 farms have both
a playground present and offer animal interaction (animal feeding, small animals present or a petting
zoo). These activities are often focused on children and families. This shows that the agro-tourism in
Zeeland is mostly focused on attracting and entertaining families with children or groups with younger
children. However, in the second place stands a highly adventurous activity, this includes BMX, Tractor
rides or Go-karts. This might be to also interest the parents or older family members. It caters more to
the older generations and might create a higher interest into agro-tourism with combined activities while
staying or visiting a farm.
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Figure 3: Activities offered on the researched agro-touristic farms in Zeeland

NOTE: The figure only shows if the activity is present out of the 27 researched farms.
Moreover, the third most offered activity was present at seven out of the 27 farms. They were camping
sites, or at some sites also called: staying with the farmer. This activity includes staying near or at the
farm for an extended period of time. Often this combines with multiple activities in the area on at the
farm. But for this research, it can also be seen as an individual activity. Since it is not a necessary option
while visiting and being an agro-tourist.
On more of the lower number of present activities are the farmer’s activities, included with this is also
some animal interaction. However, in this case, it only includes it if it is connected to the actual farming
type. Additionally, added in this group are the informational tours that might include: a day with the
farmer, helping the farmer during their daily activities. For example, feeding the animals, milking the
cows or shearing sheep. The number of farms offering this type of activity is rather slim within the
Zeeland province.
To link this small analysis back to the concepts used in the literature review is that the identity of agrotourism is rather broad, it can go from actual farming and arable farming to more adventurous places as
well. The given definition of agro-tourism could be taken a little more broad when looking at websites
that say they offer agro-tourism and what the farms actually offer. It might be that the farms listed on
these websites actually offer like the definition of agro-tourism but also have additional experiences and
activities that are sometimes not included as agro-tourism. This needs to be kept in mind when further
researching into this topic when looking at agro-tourism.
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To conclude this chapter and give an answer to the research question on which activities are present
on farms in Zeeland. In the province there as quite a few activities, ranging from museums to go-karting
and tractor driving. However, the most common types of activities that are connected to agro-tourism
are playgrounds and animal interaction. On the other hand, adventurous activities like BMX-ing and gokarting are a popular activity as well. Often the farms are camp sites or places to stay with the farmer.
Some seasonal activities like a corn maze or farmer’s golf can be present as well during the appropriate
time of the year. So, the types of activities are quite diverse and are focused on families and older
people. Everyone can be entertained while being an agro-tourist.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
This chapter will provide a final answer to all the research questions, those answers are used in order
to answer the problem statement. Based on the problem statement a total conclusion can be drawn and
used for writing the recommendations.

5.1 Research questions
The storytelling method with its four functions was used to answer the research questions. One of those
function is experiential function, this method is used in order to research how storytelling could contribute
to the branding of agro-tourism in North-West Friesland. Therefore, the first research question was as
followed, what is the experiential function of storytelling? To answer the research question, the
experiential function of storytelling is that every individual can tell their story and explains their beliefs
and memories within it. Those stories can be used in order to create empathy with other people by
providing insight into their lives. Regarding agro-tourism, this can be used to attract more tourists to the
farms and let them experience what it is to own a farm. By hearing, seeing and experiencing another
person's story people can feel more related to it and develop empathy for their story. Which could have
been of help with for example the recent strikes by farmers in the Netherlands.
The explanatory function of the storytelling method is that individuals can provide more insight into their
company, from the internal to external aspects. Regarding this research, the explanatory function with
the two respondents, was to give a short but detailed insight in what a farmer has and does daily on the
farm. With this story, the experiential function can be supported with numbers and facts.
The validating function of the storytelling method is that it focusses on the structure of the organization
and how they value their company in order to make changes or preserve it. The validating function of
the storytelling in this research was focused on getting more people interested in the agro-tourism, this
was agreed by both respondents. The validity function storytelling is an option for the farmers to show
who they are and who they want to be. Moreover, the storytelling method has a prescriptive function,
with this function a more detailed insight in the company’s story can be given, this can be done with
more detailed information that is been told. It can leave an impression, warning or put emphases on the
story. Regarding the research, farmers can express their feelings more in a story, and tell more about
the impacts of the company. It gives the farmers change to express more feelings into a story. Which
can result into that there is a story inside the story, due to the detailed information and expressed
feelings.
Lastly a different approach was used in order to see and compare the different agro-tourism between
Friesland and Zeeland. All the farms are identifying themselves by creating their own experience for
tourists, by creating own agro-touristic activities for the tourists. Moreover, by doing so they all together
as farms, over a broad range over an agro-cultural offer to the tourism market. Which can be a trigger
for tourists to choose easier to go to Zeeland instead of Friesland where there are less choices and
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variety. All this together answers to the research question, which agro-touristic activities are offered by
farmers in Zeeland?

5.2 Problem statement
By combining all the answers to the research questions, that information can be used in order to answer
the problem statement of this research namely, can storytelling contribute to the branding of agrotourism in North-West Friesland? The four different functions of the storytelling method that were
discussed above. It indicates that using storytelling can be promising. It can give the farmers an identity
because they are able to show more emotions and feelings in their story and the story of the company.
With this, a first impression is made for the agro-tourism. It can be more promising into raising company
awareness with tourists as well as creating more empathy for themselves. Moreover, with the storytelling
method, it is possible to show the uniqueness of the company and what they have to offer for tourists.
By doing so, the farmers as well as the tourists are more able to indicate what can be expected. This
conclusion is based on the results that came forward from the analyze that took place of Zeeland and
its agro-tourism.
The storytelling method can be used in different ways, it can be used in a promotion video, in a website
description and in a written story. All these options give the farmers a change to introduce themselves
and to show their uniqueness. Moreover, this method is a wide and free option due to the possibilities.
The farmers can choose if, how and what they want to tell. To conclude this all and answer the problem
statement, storytelling can contribute in reflecting the branding image of the farmers and the company,
which results into branding the agro-tourism in North-West Friesland. This was the aim of this research.

5.3 Recommendations
By finishing this research and learning more about the storytelling method, and by seeing the results of
agro-tourism in Zeeland. It is recommended for the farmers in North-West Friesland to follow the process
of putting themselves on the same market as farms are doing in Zeeland. They should offer themselves
on the same three platforms, where they show themselves and their products. There they can provide
a small story that shows the identity of the farm and its uniqueness. Furthermore, to get into the deeper
use of storytelling they can create short promo videos that show images of the farm and its activities for
tourists, while on audio elaborates this with a story. By doing this so, a first impression is easily made
with tourists, and it can trigger their interest. Moreover, the tourists now what can be expected, and the
farmers know what they can offer and live up to the expectations of the tourists.
As a recommendation for the agro-tourism industry in Friesland, the company Streekwurk could offer
the farmers there help by explaining to them how they could put their selves on the market. This can be
done by individual contact with the farmers and see what they want and how it can be reached.
Streekwurk can provide them with the latest information and trends so that the farmers can stay up to
date. Furthermore, Streekwurk could offer online courses into promoting yourself as a company and
provide the farmers with information on which platforms they could use to reach their goal. For a more
national wide recommendation, the NBTC Holland who is marketing all the tourism in the Netherlands.
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They can offer more publicity for the Friesland region, and they can inform the Streekwurk organization
of what domestic and international tourists can attract or are wishing/demanding. By doing so, the
Streekwurk organization can pass down that information to the farmers and supporting them with their
company and situation. When they would all work together, they create a network that they all could
benefit from. The NBTC Holland would benefit from it because more tourists are spread through the
Netherlands, and they can offer tourists a wide range of tourist places and cultural aspects in/of the
Netherlands. The Streekwurk could benefit from it by putting Friesland on the market for a domestic and
international range, and lastly, the farmers benefit from the tourists and are able to tell their perspective
of their story and importance to the society.
For a further recommendation for a new approach to this research topic, it can be used to use the current
information and add a more detailed analysis of the comparison between the argo-tourism in Friesland
and Zeeland. This could be done with the aim to identify deeper differences and the strengths and
weaknesses of both regions in order to learn from each other and apply the best techniques for their
region.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Project plan
Resources
Interviews
Story telling
interviews

Responsible?
When?
Where?
Principal, Researchers From week 4 onwards NHLStenden, Marssum and
surrounding villages
Researchers
From week 4 forward Currently unknown

Appendix 2: Gantt chart
Subject
Project brief
Mail conference contact person
Proposal
Peer feedback proposal
Peer feedback group
performance
Draft report
Individual research
assignments
Research report

Deadline
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9
Thursday week 1
x
End week 1
x
Friday week 3
x
x
x
Meeting week 4
x
Meeting week 4 and
x
x
9
End week 8
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
x
Wednesday week 8
X
X
X
X
X
X
x
X
12.00
Friday week 9
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
x
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Appendix 3: Research matrix
Theoretical Concepts

Explanation and relevance of each Research Questions
Information needed
concept and definition of concepts
Concept 1: Agro-tourism Type of tourism is defined as any
What is the experiential function 1.1 What is agro-tourism? (def
agriculturally based activity which
past-current/strikes)
of storytelling?
brings visitors to a ranch or
1.2 How do the farmers want t
farm (Arroyo, Barbieri & Rich, 2013)
the agro-tourism?
Concept 2: Storytelling

Storytelling is an alternative to a written Explanatory function
2.1. What is story telling?
analysis or representation of some
What is the explanatory function
case study research. With written
2.2 How can storytelling be used
narrative a re-presentation of an
of storytelling?
reinforce positive brand associat
experience is given within chronological
order where ass storytelling can be
2.3 What stories can improve the
more flexible in those situations
tourism in Friesland?
(Mills,2010)

Concept 3: Image

The way that something or someone is What is the validating function 3.1 What is brand image and
thought of by other people (Cambridge,
identity? (past/current/preferre
of storytelling?
2018)
3.2 How can the (potential) im
farm image contribute to the c
aspects

Concept 4: Identity

Who a person/group is, or the qualities
3.1 What is brand image and
of a person or group that make them
identity? (past/current/preferre
What is the prescriptive function
different from others (Cambridge,
3.2 How can the (potential) im
2018)
farm image contribute to the c
of storytelling?
aspects

Appendix 4. Interviews in Dutch

Tweede interview - Aardappelboer
Vrijdag 6 maart
Aantal sprekers: 2
Spreker 1: Geïnterviewde
Spreker 2: Interviewer

Spreker 1: Afwijkend van het Friese boerderij, waar bij een Friese boerderij stonden de koeien altijd
met de koppen tegen de muur. Dit is de Hollandse invloed op het beeld, want dit is gedaan door
mensen uit Zuid-Holland, en die hadden gekozen dat koeien met de koppen naar binnen stonden.
Maar wanneer je zo’n staal vergelijkt met de moderne stal hebben tegenwoordig de koeien veel beter.
Spreker 2: Daar zijn er verschillende meningen voor. De koeien die hier stonden werden nog wel is
geaaid en geborsteld.
Spreker 1: Maar ze stonden wel de hele winter alleen maar stokstijf tegen elkaar en in hun eigen
ammoniak damp.
Spreker 2: De mensen die zo’n staal hebben gehad hadden misschien wel een andere mening, maar
ach ja, ik heb daar geen verstand van. Ze zagen er wel happy out vanochtend.
Teun: Hier werd het vroeger het graan in opgeslagen, en dan werd het graan gemaaid op het veld, dat
ging met het stro naar binnen. In de schuur moest het uitgedost worden. Tegenwoordig doet een
machine dat. Maar dat ging vroeger niet. Hier werd het in de winterperiode uitgedost. Vandaar dat
men in de 18e eeuw zulke grote schuren bouwden, zodat het graan droog kon blijven. Wanneer je dat
buiten legde in de wind dan begon het te kiemen. En dan kon je efficiënt door blijven werken. Toen
ging het al om efficiënt te werken. Wat dat betreft is er niks veranderd. Zo’n schuur bouwde men in
een jaar tijd, ook toen al. Al deze balken komen uit de Oostzeegebied, het Baltische gebied, de landen
wat nu Litouwen en Letland is.
Spreker 2: Via Harlingen natuurlijk.
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Spreker 1: En die zijn allemaal genummerd, zonder fax en email, werd alles al geprefabriceerd. Dat
alles hier in één keer opgebouwd kon worden. Dus wat dat betreft: we doen niks anders als toen, en
paar honderd jaar later. Wij hebben hier aardappelen in opslag gehad, tegenwoordig doen we dat op
een moderner wijze. We bewaren alles in houten kisten, dan blijft de kwaliteit van het product wat
beter. Nu is dit voor machine opslag. Hoe meer ruimte je hebt hoe meer troep wordt opgestald.
Spreker 2: Jullie hadden hier ook exposities he, in 2018?
Spreker 1: Hier doen we ook exposities en straks hebben we hier een toneelstuk en een groot diner
voor 150 mensen. Dat moet in april allemaal klaar. Dan moet alles worden eruit geruimd en
opgepoetst worden.
Spreker 2: Dit komt ook door 2018, met dat diner, dat jullie toen hebben gehad?
Speaker 2: Dat hebben we toen hier gehad. Een plaatselijke club die het in het kader van 75 jaar
bevrijding gaat een evenement organiseren, waaronder een oorlogsmaal. Mijn grootvader had hier
onderduikers in de schuur en dat wordt nagespeeld en van alles wordt erbij gehaald.
Spreker 1: Oh dan zit hier ook geschiedenis achter.
Speaker 2: Ja. Zo heeft iedereen ook een soort van geschiedenis.
Speaker 1: Zo dit is het oude, dan gaan we nu naar het nieuwe. Tegenwoordig is de aardappel onze
hoofdteelt, maar niet de aardappel die we zelf opeten maar die aan andere boeren verkocht worden
om uit te poten, het zijn dus pootaardappelen. Dit doen we hier omdat door omstandigheden zijn er
hier gezonder groei. Aardappels zijn gevoelig voor virus, dus geen corona virus ofzo maar planten
virussen. Dat gaat niet over op mensen, maar dat veroorzaakt bij de aardappel een
groeiachterstanden en een lagere opbrengst. En wanneer het virus wordt overgebracht op bladluizen,
want een virus heeft een drager nodig, ja dat leren jullie nu ook, want de mens kan een dragen zijn
van Corona. Zo heb je bladluizen die plantenvirussen overbrengen, en wanneer hier met de al die
harde wind van zee en frisse wind met lagere temperaturen dan heb je gewoon minder bladluizen.
Doe je datzelfde meer in het binnenlanden, dan heb je veel meer ziek en dan gaat de opbrengst van
de aardappelen omlaag, daarom wil men van ons pootgoed kopen.
Speaker 2: En het gaat de hele wereld over hè.
Speaker 1: Ja. We zijn eind september begonnen met sorteren en afleveren en het ging naar Soedan,
Jordanië, Pakistan, Bangladesh en Brazilië. Er staat nu ook een vracht klaar voor Irak. Syrië is net
veel naartoe gegaan. Libië en Egypte en andere landen.
Speaker 2: Dat doen jullie zelf niet maar de corporatie neem ik aan?
Speaker 1: Ja ja het is gewoon een vak apart om daar naartoe te gaan. Maar we krijgen wel vaak
controleurs uit die landen.
Speaker 2: Die komen helemaal vanaf daar om te controleren?
Speaker 1: Ja.
Speaker 2: Die moeten hier toch ook ergens slapen dan hè?
Speaker 1: Ja.
Speaker 2: Komen ze direct uit Amsterdam en gaan ze daarna weer terug?
Speaker 1: Het handelsbedrijf zorgt ervoor dat ze onderdak krijgen.
Speaker 2: In de buurt ook of?
Speaker 1: Ja. Het is voor hun heel veel geld dus dat willen ze heel goed gecontroleerd hebben dat
het echt goed materiaal komt.
Speaker 2: Als we zo kijken naar de boerderij, waar bent u eigenlijk het meest trots op?
Speaker 1: Ik vind het heel mooi dat we een echte cyclus hebben. Dat we van het voorjaar beginnen
met zaaien van de bodem, en dan oogst je iets wat na de consument of andere afneming gaat: een
kant klaar product.
Speaker 2: Oké, dat kan ik me goed voorstellen.
Speaker 1: Deze aardappelschuur is in drie fasen gebouwd, vanaf 2001, de laatste stuk in 2015, en
daar gaan we nu in. Hier is er de opslag van ons product, en bewerken sorteren doen we op grote en
het uitgooien van de verkeerde kwalen, en dan wordt het verpakt in zaken.
Speaker 2: En zijn dit paarse aardappelen?
Speaker 1: Nee dit zijn de rooie maar de paarse hebben we ook wel. Dit is de grote werkruimte. Bij de
oogst rijden we de grote kiepen en kiepen we hier in zo’n bak en dan worden de aardappelen in deze
houten kisten gevuld. Voor die wand kunnen ze drogen, daar blazen we opgewarmde lucht in, want
die aardappelen moeten zo snel mogelijk droog, anders krijg je rot en schimmelvorming. We gaan nu
even op volgorde van hoe zo’n proces gaat: Na het vullen van de kisten worden ze opgestapeld, we
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hebben drie van zulke soorten zeil naast elkaar. En dan met gewone ventilatie wordt steeds voor
luchtverversing gezorgd, en wanneer we dan aan het moment toe zijn dat afgeleverd kan worden dan
moeten ze eerst gesorteerd worden op grootte en nagelezen dat de verkeerde kwallen eruit worden
gegooid. Dat doen we in die machine. Na het uitlezen dan zie je hier dat er verschillende verpakking
vorm is, dit is een zak van 25 kilo. Deze moet dan naar Irak, die komen waarschijnlijk in een container
die ergens in Turkije over vrachtauto wordt gezet en dan wordt ie door plaatselijke mensen naar Irak
gereden.
Speaker 2: Het is leuk om dit te zien, ook omdat we zelf geen idee hebben waar het precies vandaan
komt, ook omdat het heel vanzelfsprekend is dat je aardappelen elke dag eet. Hoelang blijven ze hier
houdbaar, in de vorm van binnen zo veel tijd moeten ze geconsumeerd worden?
Speaker 1: Deze worden niet geconsumeerd maar uitgepoot. Ze worden uitgepoot in een periode dat
voor die regio groeizaam weer is, dat houdt in dat in het Midden-Oosten is dit vrijlaat in de tijd. Er
wordt heel veel in het midden oosten voor de kerst gepoot zodat het in de winter daar voldoende
regen valt en het daar kan groeien. Ik denk dat er in Noord-Irak, daar valt ook gewoon sneeuw en ze
hebben daar ook winter, dat het klimaat meer vergelijkbaar is met ons. Dat zie je ook op filmpjes van
Noord-Syrië of Turkije dat het daar ook in deze tijd gewoon winters is. Zo heb je veel verschillende
klimaten gordels en heb je verschillende tijden dat daarheen naartoe gaat. Deze had maandag in de
container gemoeten, maar die is bij een grens blijven staan wegens coronavirus of wat dan ook. Het
neemt ongeveer 2 weken in beslag voordat het op plaatselijke bestemming is.
Speaker 2: 2 weken vind ik wel snel ja.
Speaker 1: Wat daarin in Jumbo zaken staan die gaan naar Noord-Frankrijk. Dit is voor de Vita
aardappelen waarvan je de patat bij de McDonald’s koopt; de goede McDonald’s kwaliteiten.
Speaker 2: Klas A dus.
Speaker 1: Ja klas A. Er zijn verschillende klassen. We beginnen met de PB-klassen, de S van super,
de Elite en dan wordt er een A. Dit zijn internationale klassen.
Speaker 2: Wat is het hoogste wat u heeft?
Speaker 1: Dit zijn eigenlijk de elite maar die worden door mijn handelshuis verkocht onder een lagere
klasse want daar heeft de boer niet het meest geld aan over. Je kunt hier ook maar een keer
consumptie uit telen. In Frankrijk is ene land met goede regels, dat is omdat je met plantaardig
materiaal werkt, dan moet je eigenlijk op de manier telen waardoor je niet de buurman kan besmetten
met ziektes. We zijn niet in Rusland, in Rusland hebben ze die wetten niet, want dat land is zo groot
dat wanneer er iemand is met ziektes dat kan 300 km duren voordat je een boer hebt. Maar in WestEuropa wonen we dicht op elkaar dus dan moet je spelregels daarvoor hebben.
Nou in die sorteermachine, die kisten komen voor te sorteren en worden eerst opgewarmd. Ze worden
daar in die zeil bij temperaturen bewaard dat ze niet te ver uitlopen en dan brengen we ze eerst op
acht graden, want anders als je de aardappels met machines laat lopen op lagere temperaturen
worden ze blauw, en dat begint later te rotten en dat moet niet. Daarom worden ze eerst opgewarmd
en dan worden ze gekiept in die bak en dan gaan ze over de sorteermachine en dat verschilt in grote.
Per grote gaan we ze uitlezen. En dan worden ze opgezakt, of in Jumbo zaken of in kleine zaken of
los in de vrachtauto gezet. Los in de vrachtauto gaan ze naar het zuid van Nederland, België, Duitse
Rijnland en Noord-Frankrijk. Een boer die minder nodig heeft die koopt ze per jumbo zak en nog
kleine boeren die nog minder nodig hebben die kopen ze per zak van 25 kilo. Alleen naar Noord-Afrika
worden ze per zakken van 50 kilo gebracht want daar hebben ze andere arbeidswetten.
Nou dat is dus wat wij in de winter doen. In de zomer is het belangrijkste dat de aardappelen gezond
blijven en wijn zoeken dan de zieke planten uit zodat je geen bron hebt waar die bladluis op komt.
Wanneer je geen zieke planten hebt dan kun je ook niks overbrengen. Wij rijden dus op een karretje in
het veld om de zieke planten eruit te halen en om mee te nemen. Dat is echt handwerk, dan kun je
ook niet door een robot laten doen. Dat is echt vakwerk en het duurt ook een jaar of 5 voordat iemand
onder de knie heeft om al die ziektes te kunnen ontdekken en dat is dan ons specialisme.
Speaker 2: Wat is nou de drukste periode?
Speaker 1: De hoogste begint tweede helft augustus en we hopen dat het voor oktober we ze uit de
grond hebben omdat de kans op slecht weer te groot is.
Speaker 2: En jullie hebben die expositie en tentoonstelling hier gehad in juli volgens mij.
Speaker 1: We hadden de start op 21 juni en in juli begint de drukte weer voor de voorbereiding van
de oogst en de machines klaarmaken en dan paste dat mooi tussen in.
Speaker 2: Dus het zou dan ook de tijd kunnen zijn dat je eventueel gasten of toerisme ontvangt in die
periode?
Speaker 1: Nou ja gasten dat kan wanneer je echt wat voor moet organiseren, dat is dan in die
periode zoals we het organiseert hadden.
Speaker 2: En wanneer jullie gasten ontvangen, wat moet ik daarbij voorstellen?
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Speaker 1: Het is maar net wat je wilt. Wanneer je gasten hebt die graag aardappelen willen rapen dat
kan ook. Maar wanneer je wil zien hoe alles hier werkt dan moet je juist in de winterperiode komen.
Het is nu al wat laat maar het is net wat je wil zien.
Speaker 2: Er zijn dus verschillende activiteiten mogelijkheden hier voor de gast om hier te
ondernemen.
Speaker 1: Het mooiste is wanneer het veld in bloei staat, dat was in de periode wanneer we die
exposities hadden.
Speaker 2: Jullie hebben een plan om een rust punt te worden?
Speaker 1: Dat hadden we maar we hebben nu besloten dat we gaan integreren bij het informatiepunt
dat in Oude Bildtzijl wordt ingericht, het Aerden Plaats. Omdat dat er al is en omdat we hier net op de
dijk een snackbar hebben heropend, dan zit je ermee dat je problemen hebt wanneer je hier wat ook
wil verkopen, dat blijft elkaar een beetje in de wielen. We starten daarom eerst met het aanhaken van
de Aerden Plaats. Er zijn afspraken gemaakt dat de expositiepanelen worden toegevoegd van ons.
Speaker 2: Dit hele vierkant buiten is uw stuk?
Speaker 1: We hebben hier aan deze kant van de dijk 20 hectares en hier aan de overkant van de dijk
50 hectares en bij de Zwarte hanen 15 en verderop nog een boerderij met 60 hectaren.
Speaker 2: En wat zou u in een zin willen uitstralen als boer?
Speaker 1: Ik denk dat wij heel graag willen uitstralen waar landbouwproducten vandaan komen en
dat het seizoensgebonden is, en hoe het groeit en wat ervoor moet gebeuren voordat je op je bord
krijgt: het hele proces. En dat we in de context van hoe wij ons inpassen in de omgeving en alles. Dat
is eigenlijk ook het doel dat we hadden met alle activiteiten, om de burger te informeren hoe het
allemaal loopt. Ook omdat men dit eigenlijk is vergeten.
Speaker 2: En komen er al toeristen op de zomer dagen hier over de dijk?
Speaker 1: Ja, dat is hoofdzakelijk fiets toerisme.
Speaker 2: Heb je het idee dat het al over toerisme is of wordt? Dat lees je wel is in de krant.
Speaker 1: Nee dat is niet maatgevend. Ik kom ook wel in het aangrenzende Oost-Friesland en
wanneer je ziet wat daar aan toerisme is in het plattenland dan is dat vele malen dan hier. Wanneer je
naar het Noorden en Noordijk gaat dan zie je dat het best druk is en als je het vergelijkt hoe het hierbij
holden is dan wordt er gezegd dat we hier nog meer kunnen doen.
Speaker 2: Ja. Wat een rust zo. Dit is ook waar mensen hiervoor komen toch, voor rust en ruimte?
Speaker 1: We moeten ze soms wel telleurstellen wanneer ze komen op een hele stille dag en daarna
gaan we oogsten en dan rijden we met grote wagens en dan is er geen rust die dag.
Speaker 2: Zijn er dingen die de gasten en toeristen missen als ze hier komen?
Speaker 1: Dat moeten jullie aan de toeristen vragen
Speaker 2: Daar wordt niet over gesproken?
Speaker 1: Tot nu toe hadden wij ons geconcentreerd op het punt om tijdens de Blidtse
aardappelweken mensen te lokken met kunst om men op de boerderij te krijgen. Ze kwamen ook met
die doelstelling, degene die een ander doel hadden die kwamen er niet.
Speaker 2: Een beetje hetzelfde wat uit het vorige interview vanochtend uitkwam: mensen die
geïnteresseerd zijn die hebben vaak ook een agrarisch achtergrond.
Speaker 1: Door dat de vorm van kunst in de schuur kreeg je ook veel mensen die de agrarische
achtergrond niet hadden. En dat was ook eigenlijk het goede punt ervan.
Speaker 2: dat zou je ook meer willen zien? Bijvoorbeeld mensen uit de stad of kinderen?
Speaker 1: We hebben zelf ook open dagen gehad van de akkerbouw organisatie en kreeg je dus
meer collega’s of buren die kijken maar niet de doelgroep die je eigenlijk wilde.
Speaker 2: En om de doelgroep te bereiken, wat zouden jullie eigenlijk nodig hebben van de
gemeente of andere instellingen?
Speaker 1: Dat hebben we tot nu gedaan door iets te bieden waar mensen op afkwamen, in de vorm
van de Blidste aardappelweken met de tentoonstellingen. En dat kan ook met wat anders, dit was dan
kunst maar je moet eigenlijk iets hebben waar je mensen mee lokt. Dit is niet uit automatisme, dat je
naar zo’n gebied naartoe gaat.
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Opname 1 – Veeboer
Vrijdag 6 maart 11.45 uur
Aantal sprekers: 2
Spreker 1: Boer
Spreker 2: Interviewer
Spreker 3: Supervisor
Eerste gedeelte in de koeienstal:
Boer: 1.2 miljoen liter melk per jaar, 110 koeien ongeveer, we hebben voor productie koeien en de
rest van de dieren is voor de hobby die we hier hebben paarden, konijnen, schapen of geiten en alles
wat er loopt weet je wel. En elk dier is voor mij gelijk, of ze nou voor mijn inkomen zorgen of dat ze
gewoon hier rondlopen. Iedereen is gelijk, dus. Nou hier links heb je melkkoeien. Koeien worden
gemolken door 2 robots, je moet wel je aandacht op je vee hebben, maar eh het fysieke gedeelte
wordt uitbesteedt.
Interviewer: Ja
Boer: De robots staan nu te reinigen, daarom staan er geen koeien in.
Interviewer: Heeft u die al lang, die robots?
Boer: 3 jaar. Aan de andere kant beginnen kalfjes vanaf een half jaar zeg maar. En dan schuiven ze
iedere keer een groepje door. Hier zijn de ongeveer uhm 13 14 maanden en dan worden ze gedekt.
Alles wordt met kunstmatige inseminatie behandelt zeg maar. Op een gegeven moment worden ze
drachtig, zijn ze drachtig, en dan kalven ze en gaan ze naar het laatste hok toe. Hier zitten de droge
koeien, elke koe staat ongeveer 2 maanden droog zeg maar. Soort zwangerschapsverlof ja voordat ze
afkalven. En als ze afkalven moeten ze hier 2 maanden staan. Op een gegeven moment drachten ze
uit en dan komen ze in deze grote groep te staan, waar ze gemolken worden. Dat is in het kort het
verhaal.
Interviewer: Komen ze ook buiten?
Boer: Ja ja, maar dan moet het even warmer en droger zijn. Dan lopen ze gewoon heen en weer. De
deur staat dan open en ze kunnen naar de robot toe en ze gaan weer naar het land toe.
Interviewer: Bent u dan ook een speciaal erkend bedrijf? Omdat de koeien buiten lopen? Ik zie dat wel
eens op de melkpakken staan.
Boer: Ze hebben altijd buiten gelopen. Maar wij vallen inderdaad wel onder dat label van weidemelk,
ja interessant vind ik het niet alleen we moeten wel even aantonen dat ze buiten lopen. Maar onze
koeien hebben altijd buiten gelopen, dus voor ons is dat niet nieuw. Maar voor de koe is het niet
belangrijk of ze binnen of buiten mogen lopen, als het binnen maar goed voor elkaar is weetje.
Voldoende water en eten, daglicht, schone lucht, zuurstof vind ik belangrijk. Nou het rantsoen bestaat
uit mais, en kauw, gras dat gemaaid is en ingekauwd, dan wordt het zuur en dan fermenteert het als
ware weet je wel en dan blijft het bewaard. Elk groep dieren krijgt een ander rantsoen en elke maand
komt er een diëtist om uit te rekenen wat dat rantsoen wordt. Dat heeft ook wel met de kostprijs te
maken weet je wel hoe koop je en hoe duur is het voer. 80% van de grondstof in het krachtvoer zijn
niet geschikt voor menselijke consumptie. Weet je hoeveel procent van het aardoppervlakte
landbouwgrond is?
Interviewer: 70% is al water, dus wat zal het zijn; 10 misschien 15%?
Boer: 3% maar. Van die 3% moeten alle dieren en alle mensen gevoed worden. Kan je nagaan hoe
schadelijk het is, zaken als erosie en bebouwing weet je wel. Hoe belangrijk het is om dat te
voorkomen.
Interviewer: Ja bebouwing dus ook wel echt.
Boer: Nou het zou slim wezen om bebouwing op zandgronden neer te zetten he, dat zijn dan de niet
rendabele gronden voor landbouw. En vruchtbare delta’s gebruiken voor productie. Dat zou in ieder
geval verstandig wezen.
Interviewer: Als je als koe 100.000 liter melk gegeven hebt, dan krijg je een lintje toch?
Boer: Ja dat is wel een mijlpaal, wij hebben 7 of 8 op het bedrijf gehad zeg maar. Maar 100.000 liter is
heel veel he, dat zijn eh meer dan 3 vrachtwagens vol. En daar hebben ze dan 10 of 11 vrachtwagens
aan water voor opgedronken om zoveel melk te geven weet je wel. Dat is echt enorm knap als een
koe dat kan geven.
Interviewer: Je hebt dus nu zo’n 110/120 koeien, hoeveel daarvan geven op dit moment melk?
Boer: Een kleine 100 ongeveer, de rest zijn nu nog te jong.
Interviewer: vanaf welke leeftijd beginnen ze met melk geven?
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Boer: Vanaf 2 jaar beginnen ze met melk geven.
Tweede gedeelte in de schuur van de boer:
Interviewer: Ik zie een actie hier van ‘Vrienden op de fiets’. Kunt u ons daar wat meer over vertellen
wat het precies inhoudt en waarom jullie dit erbij doen?
Supervisor: Daar hebben ook een keer studenten onderzoek naar gedaan, waarom mensen dat doen
hier in de omgeving. Het rondfietsen en bijlange te gaan van verschillende bedrijven en boerderijen.
Boer: En waarom deden ze dat?
Supervisor: De meeste voor de gezelligheid. Je moet fietsen en je kan er niet met de auto doorheen
rijden.
Boer: Maar goed het loopt nog geen storm, we zijn er van de herfst mee begonnen. Of we zijn
eigenlijk begonnen toen dat boekje van ‘vrienden op de fiets’ uitkwam. Maar op de site staan we ook
gewoon op. Er komen hier natuurlijk ook niet heel veel toeristen he. De fiets Elfstedentocht komt hier
wel langs, dus de mensen die dat in verschillende dagen doen zouden het wel kunnen overwegen om
hier alsnog te komen kijken of te overnachten. Maar het is nu ook nog niet echt fietsweer he, dan moet
je nog even wachten tot het voorjaar. De mensen moeten het wel echt vooraf weten, dus vandaar dat
wij ook op de site vermeld staan. En we zitten ook vlak bij het station, dat zijn ook punten waardoor je
dan hoog scoort zeg maar. Mensen vinden het leuk om een indruk te krijgen van wat wij hier doen. Ze
kunnen dan niet echt meehelpen met het bedrijfsproces want dat is echt vakwerk maar ze vinden het
wel leuk om de kleinere dieren bijvoorbeeld eten te geven. Mocht het straks in het voorjaar of in de
zomer wel drukker gaan worden dan kunnen we bijvoorbeeld ook eens gaan kijken of we iets van een
koffiepunt kunnen realiseren met een plak koek erbij weet je wel. Dat je de mensen toch wat meer
lokt.
Interviewer: Bedankt voor uw hele verhaal en de tijd die u beschikbaar had!
Boer: Geen dank en succes met jullie verdere onderzoek en bij de andere boer vandaag.

Appendix 5. Interviews in English
Code color codes:
Yellow = farmer data
Green = empathy / feeling
Red = tourism related
Blue = Image
Interview 1
Speaker 1: Interviewee
Speaker 2: Interviewer
Speaker 1:
Different from the Frisian farm, where at a Frisian farm the cows always had their heads against the
wall. This is the Dutch influence on the statue because this was done by people from South Holland,
who had chosen cows with their heads differently. But when you compare such steel with the modern
barn, the cows have much better nowadays.
Speaker 2: There are different opinions about that. The cows that were here were still stroked and
brushed.
Speaker 1: But they were all stuck together during the winter in their own ammonia vapour.
Speaker 2: The people who have had such a sample may have had a different opinion, but well, I
don't understand that. They did look happy out this morning.
Speaker 1: Here it used to be stored in the grain, and then the grain was cut in the field, which went in
with the straw. It had to be dressed in the shed. Today a machine does that. But that was not possible
in the past. Here it was decked out in the winter period. That is why in the 18th century they built such
large barns so that the grain could remain dry. When you put that outside in the wind it started to
germinate. And then you could continue to work efficiently. Back then it was all about working
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efficiently. Nothing has changed in that regard. Such a shed was built in a year, even then. All these
beams come from the Baltic Sea region, the Baltic region, the countries of what is now Lithuania and
Latvia.
Speaker 2: Via Harlingen of course.
Speaker 1: And they are all numbered, without fax and email, everything was already prefabricated.
That everything could be built up here in one go. So, in that respect, we are not doing anything
differently now a few hundred years later. We have had potatoes in storage here, now we do that in a
more modern way. We keep everything in wooden boxes, so the quality of the product remains a bit
better. Now, this is for machine storage. The more space you have, the more junk is stored.
Speaker 2: You also had exhibitions here, in 2018?
Speaker 1: Here we also do exhibitions and soon we will have a play and a big dinner for 150 people.
It should all be ready in April. Then everything has to be cleared out and polished.
Speaker 2: This is also due to 2018, with that dinner you had back then?
Speaker 2: Yes, a local club will organize the event, including a warm meal, in the context of 75 years
of liberation. My grandfather had people in hiding in the barn here and that is played out and
everything is brought in.
Speaker 1: Oh then there is also the history behind this.
Speaker 2: Yes. So everyone has some kind of history.
Speaker 1: This was the old part of the farm, we are now going to the new part of the farm. Nowadays
the potato is our main crop, but not the potato that we eat ourselves but that are sold to other farmers
to plant, so they are seed potatoes. We do this here because of circumstances there is healthier
growth here. Potatoes are sensitive to viruses, so no coronavirus or anything, but plant viruses. That
does not pass to people, but it causes growth stunts and a lower yield for the potato. And when the
virus is transferred to aphids, because a virus needs a carrier, yes you learn that now, because
humans can be Corona carriers. You have aphids that transmit plant viruses, and when here with all
that strong wind from the sea and fresh wind with lower temperatures, you simply have fewer aphids.
If you do the same more in the interior, you will be much sicker and the yield of the potatoes will go
down, which is why people want to buy from our seed potatoes.
Speaker 2: And the potatoes are sold all over the world?
Speaker 1: Yes. We started sorting and will delivering at the end of September and it went to Sudan,
Jordan, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Brazil. There is now also a cargo ready for Iraq. Syria just went a
lot. Libya and Egypt and other countries.
Speaker 2: You don't do that yourself, but I assume the corporation?
Speaker 1: Yes yes it is just a profession to go there. But we often get inspectors from those countries.
Speaker 2: Who comes all the way from there to check?
Speaker 1: Yes.
Speaker 2: They have to sleep somewhere here, right?
Speaker 1: Yes.
Speaker 2: Do they come straight from Amsterdam and then go back again?
Speaker 1: The trading company ensures that they receive shelter.
Speaker 2: Also, nearby or?
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Speaker 1: Yes. It is a lot of money for them, so they want to have checked very carefully that the
material is really good.
Speaker 2: When looking at the farm, what are you most proud of?
Speaker 1: I love that we have a real cycle. That we start sowing the soil in the spring, and then you
harvest something that goes after the consumer or other purchase: a ready-made product.
Speaker 2: Okay, I can imagine that you are proud of this.
Speaker 1: This potato shed was built in three phases, from 2001, the last piece in 2015, and we're
going into that now. Here there is the storage of our product and editing sorting we do on large and
throw out the wrong ailments, and then it is packed in business.
Speaker 2: And are these purple potatoes?
Speaker 1: No, these are the red ones, but we also have purple ones. This is the large workspace. At
harvest, we drive the large tippers and we tipped here in such a container and then the potatoes are
filled in these wooden boxes. They can dry in front of that wall, we blow warmed air into it, because
those potatoes have to dry as quickly as possible, otherwise you will get rot and mould. We now go in
order of how such a process goes: After filling the boxes, they are stacked, we have three such types
of sail next to each other. And then with regular ventilation, air exchange is always provided, and when
we are ready to deliver, they must first be sorted by size and read that the wrong jellyfish are thrown
out. We do that in that machine. After reading, you will see here that there is a different packaging
form, this is a bag of 25 kilos. This must then go to Iraq, which will probably come in a container that is
put on a truck somewhere in Turkey and then it will be driven to Iraq by local people.
Speaker 2: It's nice to see this, also because we have no idea where exactly it comes from, also
because it seems naturally to eat potatoes every day. How long do they last here, in the form of within
how much time they have to be consumed?
Speaker 1: These are not consumed but seeded. They are planted in a period that is growing again for
that region, which means that in the Middle East this is quite late in time. A lot is planted in the Middle
East before Christmas so that in the winter there is enough rain and it can grow there. I think that in
Northern Iraq, there is also just snow and they have winter there, that the climate is more comparable
to us. You can also see that on videos of Northern Syria or Turkey that it is also wintering there at this
time. So you have many different climatic belts and you have different times that go there. This should
have been in the container on Monday, but it was left at a border because of coronavirus or whatever.
It takes about 2 weeks to reach its local destination.
Speaker 2: 2 weeks I think yes.
Speaker 1: What it contains in Jumbo cases that go to Northern France. This is for the Vita potatoes of
which you buy the fries at the McDonald's, the good McDonald's qualities.
Speaker 2: Class A so.
Speaker 1: Yes class A. There are different classes. We start with the PB-classes, the S of super, the
Elite and then there becomes an A. These are international classes.
Speaker 2: What is the highest you have?
Speaker 1: These are actually elite, but they are sold by my trading house under a lower class
because the farmer does not have the most money. You can also only grow consumption from this.
France is a country with good rules, that is because you work with plant material, then you actually
have to grow in a way that you cannot infect the neighbour with diseases. We are not in Russia, they
do not have those laws in Russia, because that country is so big that if there is someone with
diseases that can take 300 km before you have a farmer. But in Western Europe, we live close
together so you have to have rules for that.
Well in that sorting machine, those boxes come to sort and are first warmed up. They have stored
therein that tarpaulin at temperatures that they do not run too far and then we first bring them to eight
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degrees, otherwise, if you run the potatoes with machines at lower temperatures they turn blue, and
that starts to rot later and that should not. That is why they are first warmed up and then they are
tipped in that bin and then they go over the sorting machine and that differs in size. We will read them
by size. And then they are bagged, either in Jumbo cases or in small cases or put loose in the truck.
Loose in the truck, they go to the south of the Netherlands, Belgium, the German Rhineland and
northern France. A farmer who needs less buys them per jumbo bag and small farmers who need
even less buy them per 25-kilo bag. They are only brought to North Africa in bags of 50 kilos because
they have other labour laws there.
Well, that's what we do in winter. In the summer, the most important thing is that the potatoes stay
healthy and to search for the diseased plants so that you do not have a source for that aphid to grow
on. If you do not have diseased plants, you can not transfer anything. So we ride on a cart in the field
to get the sick plants out and to take them with us. That is real manual work, then you can not have it
done by a robot. That is real craftsmanship and it also takes about 5 years before someone has
mastered to discover all those diseases and that is our specialism.
Speaker 2: What is the busiest period?
Speaker 1: The highest starts in the second half of August and we hope that we have them up before
October because the chance of bad weather is too great.
Speaker 2: I think you had that exposition and exhibition here in July?
Speaker 1: We had the start on June 21 and in July the crowds start again for the preparation of the
harvest and the machines are ready and that fits in nicely.
Speaker 2: So, it could be the time that you might receive guests or tourism during that period?
Speaker 1: If we need to organize something that would be the period that we would do it.
Speaker 2: And when you receive guests, when would that be?
Speaker 1: It depends on their preferences. If you have guests who would like to gather potatoes, that
is also possible. But if you want to see how everything works here, you should come in the winter
period. It is already a bit late, but it is just what you want to see.
Speaker 2: So, there are several activities here for the guest to undertake here.
Speaker 1: The best thing is when the field is in bloom, that was in the period when we had those
exhibitions.
Speaker 2: Are you planning to become a resting point?
Speaker 1: We had that plan, but we have now decided that we will integrate at the information point
that will be set up in Oude Bildtzijl, at the Aerden Plaats. Because that it already exist there and
because we have just reopened a snack bar here on the dyke, you are having trouble if you want to
sell anything here, that is a bit of an issue. We therefore first start to integrate at the Aerden Place.
Agreements have been made that the exhibition panels will be added from us.
Speaker 2: This whole square outside is yours?
Speaker 1: We have 20 hectares on this side of the dyke and here on the other side of the dyke 50
hectares and at the Zwarte Hanen 15 and further on a farm with 60 hectares.
Speaker 2: And what would you like to rendering in a sentence as a farmer?
Speaker 1: I think we would really like to show where agricultural products come from and that it is
seasonal, and how it grows and what needs to be done before you get it on your plate: the whole
process. And that we are in the context of how we fit into the environment and everything. That is
actually the goal that we had with all activities, to inform citizens how things are going. Also because
people have actually forgotten where the food actually come from.
Speaker 2: And do tourists already come here over the dyke on summer days?
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Speaker 1: Yes, it is mainly bicycle tourism.
Speaker 2: Do you feel that it is becoming overtourism? It is being commented in the newspaper.
Speaker 1: No that is not determinative. I also visit the neighboring East Friesland and when you see
what their tourism in the countryside is, it is many times here. When you go to the North and Noordijk
you see that it is quite busy and if you compare how it is like this it is said that we can do more here.
Speaker 2: Yes. It is so peaceful here. This is also what people come here for, for peace and space?
Speaker 1: We sometimes have to disappoint them when they come on a very quiet day and then we
harvest and then we drive big cars and then there is no rest that day.
Speaker 2: Are there things that guests and tourists miss when they come here?
Speaker 1: You should ask the tourists that
Speaker 2: They do not mention anything?
Speaker 1: Until now we had concentrated on the point of luring people with art to get people on the
farm during the potato weeks in Bildt. They also came up with that goal, those who had a different goal
did not came.
Speaker 2: We had the same thing during the previous interview this morning: people who are
interested often also have an agricultural background.
Speaker 1: Because of the art form in the shed, you also got many people who did not have the
agricultural background. And that was actually the good point of it.
Speaker 2: Would you like to see that more? For example, people from the city or children?
Speaker 1: We also had open days with the arable farming organization, so you got more colleagues
or neighbours who watch but not the target group you actually wanted.
Speaker 2: And to reach the target audience, what would you actually need from the municipality or
other institutions?
Speaker 1: We have done that until now by offering something that people came to, in the form of the
Blidste potato weeks with the exhibitions. And that can also be done with something else, this was art,
but you actually have to have something to attract people with. People do not go automaticaly to an
area like this.
Interview 2
First part in the cowshed:
Farmer: 1.2 million liters of milk per year, approximately 110 cows, we have cows for production and
the rest of the animals are for the hobby we have here, horses, rabbits, sheep or goats and you know
everything that goes on. And every animal is the same for me, whether they take care of me or
whether they just walk around here. Everyone is equal, so. Well here on the left you have dairy cows.
Cows are milked by 2 robots, you must have your attention on your livestock, but eh the physical part
is outsourced.
Interviewer: Yes okay.
Farmer: The robots are now cleaning, so there are no cows in them.
Interviewer: Have you had those robots for a long time?
Farmer: 3 years. On the other hand, calves start from six months, say. And then they pass a group
every time. Here are about uhm 13 14 months and then they are covered. Everything is treated with
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artificial insemination, so to speak. At some point they become pregnant, they are pregnant, and then
they calve and go to the last pen. Here are the dry cows, each cow has been dry for about 2 months
so to speak. Kind of maternity leave yes before calving. And if they calve, they should be here for 2
months. At some point they spread out and then they end up in this large group, where they are
milked. That, in short, is the story.
Interviewer: Okay. Do they come outside too?
Farmer: Yes, but then it must be warmer and drier. Then they just walk back and forth. The door is
then open, and they can go to the robot and go back to the land.
Interviewer: Are you also a specially recognized company? Because the cows walk outside? I
sometimes see that on the milk cartons.
Farmer: They have always walked outside. But we do indeed fall under that label of meadow milk, yes
I find it interesting not only we have to demonstrate that they are outside. But our cows have always
walked outside, so that is not new to us. But it is not important for the cow whether they can walk
inside or outside, as long as it is good for each other inside. Sufficient water and food, daylight, clean
air, oxygen are important to me. Well the ration consists of corn, and chew, grass that has been cut
and chewed, then it becomes acidic and then it ferments as if you know and then it is preserved. Each
group of animals is given a different ration and every month a dietician comes to calculate what that
ration will be. This also has to do with the cost price, you know how to buy and how expensive is the
feed. 80% of the raw material in concentrates are not suitable for human consumption. Do you know
what percentage of the earth's surface is agricultural land?
Interviewer: 70% is already water, so what will it be; 10 maybe 15%?
Farmer: only 3%. Of that 3%, all animals and all people must be fed. You can check how harmful it is,
you know things like erosion and buildings. How important it is to prevent that.
Interviewer: Yes, buildings really are.
Farmer: Well it would be smart to build buildings on sandy soils; those are the unprofitable land for
agriculture. And use fertile deltas for production. In any case, that would be sensible.
Interviewer: If you gave 100,000 liters of milk as a cow, you get a ribbon, right?
Farmer: Yes, that is a milestone, we have had 7 or 8 at the company, so to speak. But 100,000 liters is
a lot, eh that's more than 3 trucks full. And they have drunk 10 or 11 trucks of water to give that much
milk, you know. That is really great if a cow can give it.
Interviewer: Now you have about 110/120 cows, how many of them are currently giving milk?
Farmer: About 100, the rest are still too young.
Interviewer: from what age do they start giving milk?
Farmer: From the age of 2 they start to give milk.
Second part in the farmer's shed:
Interviewer: I see an action here from "Friends on bikes". Can you tell us a bit more about what it
means and why you are doing it?
Supervisor: Students once did research on this as well, why people do this here in the area. Cycling
around and going from different companies and farms.
Farmer: And why did they do that?
Supervisor: Most for socializing. You have to cycle, and you cannot drive through it by car.
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Farmer: Anyway, it is not yet a storm, we have started it from autumn. Or we actually started when
that booklet of "friends on bicycles" came out. But on the site, we also just stand up. Of course, not
many tourists come here either. The Elfstedentocht bike comes along here, so the people who do that
in different days might consider coming here to watch or spend the night. But it is not really cycling
weather now, so you have to wait until spring. People really need to know in advance, so that's why
we are also listed on the site. And we are also near the station, which are also points that make you
score high, so to speak. People like to get an impression of what we do here. They cannot really help
with the business process because that is real craftsmanship, but they like to feed the smaller animals,
for example. If it does get busier in the spring or in the summer, we can also look at whether we can
realize something of a coffee point with a slice of cake, you know. That you lure people more.
Interviewer: Thank you for your entire story and the time you had available!
Farmer: No thanks and good luck with your further research and with the other farmer today.
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Appendix 6: Figures and tables
Figure 1: Conceptual model for agro-tourism in Friesland

Figure 2: Agro-touristic farms in Zeeland on website platforms
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Figure 3: Activities offered on the researched agro-touristic farms in Zeeland

NOTE: The figure only shows if the activity is present out of the 27 researched farms.

Table 1: The functions of storytelling
Functions

Definition of storytelling

Experiential
function

Describing what the experience within an organization is like. They retell
observations made by the storyteller and describes what it is all about. The focus
is more on the telling what they experienced then to explain why it happened in
the first place. Can be used to describe corporate culture, team management or
to encourage social inclusion.

Explanatory
function

Tries to explain the organization, the storyteller lets you in a little deeper in the
company and how it works. They mostly tell how certain problems were dealt
with in the past and how. This type of storytelling is mostly used to analyze
problems and the behavior and culture within a company/situation.

Validating
function

Tries to maintain the organizational value structure, these stories explain and
helps to support the decisions and the structure of an organization. The validate
the values within a company and how they seek to preserve that. This type can
be used to extend corporate knowledge/ behavior.

Prescriptive
function

Stories that might give more information about the right and proper behavior
within an organization. The storyteller is rather direct to the listener and might
explain activities in the past, present or future. Occasionally this type of
storytelling can be used to give caution or warning to the reader/listener. This
type of storytelling can be used to promote the image of a company and to
change or control behavior.

Table 1: Altered from Kendall, J. E., & Kendall, K. E. (2012). Storytelling as a Qualitative Method for IS Research:
Heralding the Heroic and Echoing the Mythic. Australasian Journal of Information Systems, 17(2)
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Table 2: Argo-cultural company amount of Friesland and Zeeland (CBS,2019).

Table 3 : Farms types of researched farms
Type of farm
Arable farms
Animal farms
Agricultural farms
Mixed (animals and agricultural)
Total

Amount
15
5
3
4
27
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